Apply Today
Apply before March 7th, 2017
Click here to apply
Imagine earning a high school credit
while experiencing Quebec and Nova
Scotia, immersed in the incredible
culture of each province. AMDSB
Experience the World provides you
that opportunity.

Information Session:
Thursday February 28th, 6:30 Festival
Room, AMDSB Offices, Seaforth

Summer Credit Course
Grade 10/11/12

Core French - FSF2D, FSF2P, FSF2O,
FSF3U, FSF3O, FSF4U, FSF4O

Avon Maitland Summer French Language Program
Experience Montreal
»» Walking Tour Old Montreal
»» Pointe-a-Calliere Museum

The archaeology museum of Montreal looks at the history of
the region dating back thousands of years. Pointe-a-Calliere
Museum allows for groups to walk around in the foundations
of aboriginal habitats and the film at the museum brings the
history to life in a fun and exciting fashion.

»» Notre Dame Basilica
»» Bicycle Tour of Montreal
»» Montreal Museum of Fine Art

Visit the permanent collection of the Montreal Museum
of Fine Arts. On the cutting edge of modern work and
with a collection of some of the finest Canadian artwork,
the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts has works that span
centuries and a wide variety of styles and mediums. Truly
the place for anyone who appreciates fine art.

»» Saint Joseph’s Oratory
»» Mount Royal Lookout
»» The Bell Centre

Take a look behind-the-scenes in the home of the Montreal
Canadians and the venue for hundreds of concerts, circuses
and shows. The guided tour of the Bell Centre will give
everybody some behindthe-scenes access, from the rink
level all the way up to the press boxes.

»» Biodome
»» Montreal Planetarium

For over 45 years, the Montreal Planetarium shared its
passion for the sky and stars with its visitors, young and old.
While at the newly opened Rio Tinto Alcan Planetarium,
students will get a fresh experience of astronomy through
two complementary shows, one more science based, and the
other a whimsical journey though space and time.

Experience Quebec
»» Walking Tour of Old Quebec
»» Bicycle Tour of Quebec’s Old Port

Hop on your bike and ride! With the help of a guide from
Cyclo Services, take a 1.5 hour tour of waterfront trails
and paths in the Old Port. Visit an historic district at the
bottom of Cap-Blanc next to Cap Diamant, where the
lumber trade once occupied the entire riverfront. NOTE:
includes helmet rental.

»» Old Quebec Exploration
»» Sound and Light Presentation at Musee du Fort
»» Artillery Park National Historic Site

Participants dress in period costumes during the Artillery

Park: Costume Workshop to learn more about the day-today life of a French and English soldier. As well, volunteers
will become acquainted with the customs of New France
and the tools that were used by the military.

»» Citadelle/Royal 22e Régiment Museum
»» Soldier of the Martello Tower

Built by the British following the war of 1812, La Citadelle
is the fortress home of the Royal 22e Régiment. A guided
tour introduces students to the Citadelle’s history and that
of the “Vandoos”.

»» Musee des Beaux-arts
»» Quebec Legend Workshop

Be in the heart of the legend by re-enacting it during a
dynamic workshop where you will discover some of the
most typical legends of the past times.

Experience Halifax
»» Walking Tour of Halifax

Pass by a number of historic sites along the way. The route
will take you by the naval dockyard area, under both Harbour
bridges and past the site of the 1917 Halifax Explosion. Visit
theTitanic Cemetery. Here, you will see the grave sites (and
perhaps hear some stories) of the Titanic victims and learn
of the Halifax connection to this 1912 maritime tragedy.

»» Maritime Museum of the Atlantic
»» Pier 2 Visit and Multi-Media Show

A visit to the Pier 21 Exhibition Hall will give the students
a chance to see the story of Canada’s Immigration history.
This visit will include a guided tour, a screening of “Oceans
of Hope” and access to the Pier 21 Resource Centre.

»» Art Gallery of Nova Scotia
»» Halifax Central Library

The new Halifax Central Library opened to the public
on 13 December 2014. This landmark has received
international recognition. Sited on a prominent location
in the heart of Halifax, the library stands as a cultural
hub accessible to everyone and as a result of what can be
achieved through co-creation.

»» Tour of the Citadel
»» Nova Scotia Museum of Natural History

See ancient fossils, glittering gold, stunning Mi’kmaq
artifacts, sea creatures from an ocean tide pool, deadly
mushrooms, frogs and snakes and whale skeletons. Live
displays include an in-house bee colony; butterfly house;
and nature centre with a variety of critters. From an eagle’s
nest to the ocean floor, there’s something for everyone.

»» Africville Museum

